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Abstract
An alternative construction of Segre’s hemisystem of H(3,9) is provided, as well as an alternative con-
struction of McLauhglin’s strongly regular graph srg(275,112,30,56) in terms of Segre hemisystems.
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1. Introduction
A generalized quadrangle of order (s, t) is an incidence structure of points and lines with the
properties that every two points (lines) are incident with at most one line (point), every point is
incident with t + 1 lines, any line is incident with s + 1 points, and for any point P and line l
which are not incident, there is a unique point on l collinear with P . For more details see [8].
In this paper we are interested in the generalized quadrangle H(3, q2), i.e., the incidence
structure of all points and lines of a non-singular Hermitian surface in PG(3, q2), a generalized
quadrangle of order (q2, q), with automorphism group PΓ U4(q2). For more details, see [8].
In [9], regular systems ofH(3, q2) were introduced. A regular system of order m ofH(3, q2)
is a set R of lines of H(3, q2) with the property that every point lies on exactly m lines of R,
0 < m < q +1. Segre proved that, if q is odd, such a system must have m = (q +1)/2, and called
a regular system of H(3, q2) of order (q + 1)/2 a hemisystem of H(3, q2). He also constructed
a hemisystem of H(3,9) admitting the linear group PSL3(4). In [10], the conjecture that there
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were constructed on H(3, q2), for all odd prime powers q > 3, admitting PSL2(q2), and giving
Segre’s example for q = 3. It should be noted that when q = 3 there exists a unique hemisystem
ofH(3,9) [1]. To a certain extent, in view of its automorphism group, Segre’s example might be
considered as a sporadic example.
In this paper we provide an alternative construction of Segre’s hemisystem by investigating
the action of the linear group PSL2(7) < PSU3(9) on generators of H(3,9). The existence of
the absolutely irreducible subgroup PSL2(7) of PSU3(9) goes back to Mitchell [7], where all
subgroups of PGU3(q2), q odd, were classified. It may be worth pointing out that focusing on
the subgroup PSL2(9) of the group PSL3(4).2 of Segre’s example allowed the generalization
given in [2] to an infinite family of hemisystems of H(3, q2) admitting PSL2(q2), so it could
be hoped that focusing on the subgroup PSL2(7) of PSL3(4).2 may equally in the future lead to
generalization to another infinite family of hemisystems of H(3, q2), at least when q = ph, with
p congruent to 3,5 or 6 modulo 7 and h odd (i.e., when −7 is a non-square in GF(q)), so that
PSL2(7) is a subgroup of PSU3(32) [7].
The paper ends with an alternative construction of the McLaughlin’s graph (and so the spo-
radic simple group McL) in terms of Segre’s hemisystem.
2. Preliminaries on PGL3(9)
Elements of PGL3(9) of order 7 are fixed-point-free [7, Theorem 8].
Elements of order 3 of PGL3(9) that normalize a subgroup of order 7 fix a unique point, and
a unique line, and this point and line form a flag [7, p. 212].
Involutions in PGL3(9) are homologies [7, p. 225].
A dihedral subgroup of PGL3(9) of order 8 which contains no homologies of order 4 fixes a
unique point, which is the center of the central homology [7, Theorem 11].
3. Preliminaries on PSL2(7)
PSL2(7) is the unique simple group of order 168.
It contains a single conjugacy class of involutions, of length 21.
Elements of order 3 in PSL2(7) normalize a subgroup of order 7.
There are 28 Sylow 3-subgroups of PSL2(7).
An involution centralizer in PSL2(7) is dihedral of order 8.
For more details, see [4].
4. Preliminaries on PSU3(32)
PSU3(32) acts on a classical unital U in PG(2,9), a set of 28 points, with every line either
tangent (meeting U in 1 point) or secant (meeting U in 4 points). Moreover, every point of U
lies on a unique tangent line to U and every point not on U lies on exactly 4 tangent lines to U .
PSU3(32) centralizes the unitary polarity of PG(2,9) defined by U .
PSU3(32) contains elations (of order 3) with center a point of U and axis the tangent line at
that point to U , which is also the image of the center under the unitary polarity, i.e., the polar
line of the center, in other language, which is a secant line to U .
PSU3(32) contains homologies (of order dividing 4) with center a point Q not on U , and axis
the polar line to the center. Given such a point Q, the full group of homologies with center Q in
PSU3(32) is cyclic of order 4.
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a 3-group if and only if the fixed points are equal.
Two (distinct) involutory homologies of PSU3(32) commute if and only if the center of one is
on the axis of the other.
For more details, see [7, §14] and [3]
5. PSL2(7) as a subgroup of PSU3(32)
A simple subgroup of order 168 of PSL3(q), q odd, is constructed in [7, pp. 221–233], if −7
is a square in GF(q). It contain homologies of order 2, but no homologies of order greater than 2
[7, p. 217]. In [7, p. 241], it is mentioned that it is a subgroup of PSU3(q), if q is a square and
−7 is not a square in GF(√q). Hence PSU3(32) has a subgroup isomorphic to PSL2(7). Here
we explore the action of that subgroup PSL2(7) on PG(2,9). For more details, see [4].
Theorem 5.1. The orbits of PSL2(7) on points of PG(2,9) are: the 28 points of the classical
unital U , the 21 points not on the unital U that are centers of an (involutory) homology in
PSL2(7), and the 42 points not on the unital U that are not centers of an (involutory) homology in
PSL2(7). The orbits on lines of PG(2,9) are: the 28 tangent lines to the classical unital U , the 21
axes of (involutory) homologies in PSL2(7), and the 42 secant lines to the classical unital U that
are not axes of involutory homologies in PSL2(7). Moreover, the block-tactical decomposition














Proof. First note that all orbits of PSL2(7) on points of PG(2,9) have length < 168, so each
point stabilizer is non-trivial. The minimal subgroups of PSL2(7) have orders 2, 3, 7 and the
elements of order 7 of PGL(3,3) are fixed-point-free, so each point stabilizer has order divisible
by 2 or 3.
There are 21 involutions in PSL2(7), each of which, being in PGL3(9) must act as a homology
on PG(2,9). Homologies in PSU3(32) have center not on the classical unital, and axis a secant
line to the classical unital. Since all involutions are conjugate in PSL2(7), these 21 centers form
an orbit of PSL2(7)—no two involutory homologies in PSU3(32) have the same center, since the
full homology group in PSU3(32) with a given center in cyclic. (The stabilizer of a point in this
orbit has order 8, and is dihedral.)
Since the elements of order 3 in PSL2(7) normalize a subgroup of order 7, and they are also
elements of PGL3(9), it follows that they fix a unique point and a unique line, and that these form
a flag. Since U is fixed by PSL2(7) and has size 28, the unique fixed point must be on U , which
implies that the tangent line to U at that point is fixed. Hence, if a point of PG(2,9) has stabilizer
in PSL2(7) of order divisible by 3, then it is on U . So the stabilizer on PSL2(7) of a point Q of
PG(2,9) not on U is a 2-group. Since PSL2(7) contains no homologies of order 4 in its action on
PG(2,9), and a dihedral subgroup of PGL3(9) of order 8 which contains no homologies of order
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of length 21 is that consisting of the centers of the (involutory) homologies in PSL2(7). Thus
the size of the stabilizer of a point of PG(2,9) not on U that is not the center of an involutory
homology in PSL2(7) is bounded above by 4, and so the orbit length is bounded below by 42.
Since there are exactly 42 such points, equality occurs: these 42 points form a single orbit of
PSL2(7).
Also, U is a single orbit of PSL2(7). For since 9 does not divide the order of PSL2(7), any
two Sylow 3-subgroups of PSL2(7) must have distinct fixed points on PG(2,9). Since there are
28 Sylow 3-subgroups of PSL2(7), there arises on orbit of PSL2(7) on PG(2,9) of length 28. By
elimination, this must be U .
Since PSL2(7) commutes with the unitary polarity defined by U , it follows that PSL2(7) has
three orbits on lines of PG(2,9), namely, the 28 tangent lines to U , the 21 axes of (involutory)
homologies in PSL2(7) and the 42 remaining secant lines to U .
Thus we have already the entries of the first row of the block-tactical decomposition matrix
for the orbits of PSL2(7). Now by counting the number of flags in two ways, with the point in
the orbit of 21 centers of (involutory) homologies and the line being tangent to U , we obtain
21.4 = 84 = 28.n, where n is the number of centers of (involutory) homologies in PSL2(7) on a
tangent line to U , giving n = 3. Since an involution centralizer in PSL2(7) is dihedral of order 8,
there are exactly 4 involutions commuting with and distinct from a given involution in PSL2(7),
so each axis of an involutory homology in PSL2(7) is incident with exactly 4 centers of invo-
lutory homologies in PSL2(7). Thus each involutory center lies on exactly 4 axes of involutory
homologies in PSL2(7), which implies that it lies on exactly 2 secant lines to U that are not the
axis of an involutory homology in PSL2(7). Thus each secant line to U that is not the axis of
an involutory homology in PSL2(7) is incident with exactly 1 center of an involutory homology
in PSL2(7). This gives the entries of the second row of the block-tactical decomposition matrix
for the orbits of PSL2(7). The entries for the third row follow from the column sum being the
number (10) of points on a line. Finally, the point-tactical decomposition matrix can be computed
from the sizes of the orbits and the block-tactical decomposition matrix, by counting flags across
the various orbits. 
6. The alternative construction
There are two conjugacy classes of subgroups of PSU4(32) isomorphic to PSL2(7). We wish
only to consider those subgroups which act reducibly. A representative may be constructed as
follows: the embedding of PSL2(7) in PSU3(32) gives an embedding of PSL3(7) in SU3(32),
which by Witt’s theorem gives an embedding of PSL2(7) in SU4(32), and so an embedding of
PSL2(7) in PSU4(32). By construction, there is a plane π , invariant under PSL2(7), meeting
H(3, q2) in the points of a classical unital of π .
Theorem 6.1. The subgroup PSL2(7) of PSU4(9) constructed above has four orbits on genera-
tors of H(3,9), each of length 28, and has four orbits on points of H(3,9), of lengths 28, 42, 42
and 168. Moreover, the block-tactical decomposition matrix for the orbit decomposition is
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
1 1 1 1
0 0 3 3
3 3 0 0
6 6 6 6
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ,
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⎡
⎢⎢⎣
1 1 1 1
0 0 2 2
2 2 0 0
1 1 1 1
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ .
Thus amalgamation of the first and third orbits yields a PSL2(7)-invariant hemisystem. Since the
Segre hemisystem of H(3,9) is unique, this is the Segre hemisystem.
Proof.
Step 1. PSL2(7) has at most four orbits on generators of H(3,9). Let  be a generator of
H(3,9). Then  meets π at a point P ′. Let P be the polar point of π . Then P and  span
a tangent plane π ′, with polar point P ′. It follows that π and π ′ meet in a tangent line m to
U = π ∩H(3,9). The plane π ′ contains four generators of H(3,9), all on P ′. Since PSL2(7)
acts transitively on the tangent lines to U , these four lines include representatives of all orbits of
PSL2(7). Hence PSL2(7) has at most four orbits on generators of H(3,9).
Step 2. PSL2(7) has exactly four orbits on generators of H(3,9). The action of PGU4(9)P ′
on the lines of PG(3,9) on P ′ is equivalent to the action of PGL2(3) on PG(1,9) with the lines
of H(3,9) corresponding to the points of a Baer subline B = PG(1,3). There is a cyclic group
of order 4 of homologies with center P and axis π in PGL4(32) which centralizes PSL2(7).
Elements of (4.PSL2(7))P ′ fix m and PP ′, which correspond to a conjugate pair of points of
PG(1,9) with respect to B . The stabilizer in PGL2(3) of a conjugate pair of points is a cyclic
group of order 4, and this is induced by the central 4 of 4.PSL2(7), as it acts as a group of
homologies with center P and axis π , so it acts semiregularly on the lines through P ′ other that
m and PP ′. Hence PSL2(7) induces the identity on the lines of PG(3,9) on P ′. It follows that
PSL2(7) has exactly four orbits on generators of H(3,9), say L1, L2, L3, L4, all of length 28.
Step 3. The group PSL2(7) has four orbits on points ofH(3,9). We have already noted that
PSL2(7) has two orbits on points of PG(2,9) not on U , namely the 21 centers of involutory
homologies and the other points. Hence PSL2(7) has at least three orbits, depending on which
orbit of PSL2(7) the projection from P onto π of the point lies. On the other hand, given a point
R of π not on U , the stabilizer of PR in PSL2(7) has order 8 or 4, according to whether R is,
or is not, an involutory center. In the former case this stabilizer has two orbits of size 2 on the
points of PR ∩H(3,9). In the latter case it is transitive on the points of PR ∩H(3,9). Hence,
PSL2(7) has four orbits O1, O2, O3 and O4 on points of H(3,9), of lengths 28, 42, 42 and 168,
respectively.
Step 4. Calculation of the orbit decomposition matrices. Under the action of 4.PSL2(7), O2
and O3 are fused to form the orbit O23, say. Let 1, 2, 3 and 4 be representative lines of the
orbits L1, L2, L3 and L4 of PSL2(7) on generators of H(3,9). Since 4.PSL2(7) is transitive on
generators ofH(3,9) we have |1 ∩O23| = |2 ∩O23| = |3 ∩O23| = |4 ∩O23| and |1 ∩O4| =
|2 ∩ O4| = |3 ∩ O4| = |4 ∩ O4|. Of course |i ∩ O1| = 1, i = 1,2,3,4, as O1 is an ovoid of
H(3,9). Also |1 ∩ O2| + |1 ∩ O3| + |1 ∩ O4| = 9.
Again we have already noted that the group PSL2(7) has three orbits on lines of PG(2,9), the
tangent lines to U , the axes of involutory homologies, and the remaining lines, and each tangent
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involutory homology in PSL2(7) is incident with 4 centers of involutory homologies in PSL2(7).
Hence, the block-tactical decomposition matrix for the orbit decomposition is
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
1 1 1 1
0 0 3 3
3 3 0 0
6 6 6 6
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ,
and hence the point-tactical decomposition matrix is
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
1 1 1 1
0 0 2 2
2 2 0 0
1 1 1 1
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ .
Now, amalgamation of the first and third orbits yields a PSL2(7)-invariant hemisystem. Since
the Segre hemisystem of H(3,9) is unique, we are done. 
Remark 6.2. It should be noted that the orbit O4 is a 6-ovoid of H(3,9).
Remark 6.3. There is a hemisystem of H(3,52) admitting PSL2(7) constructed in [2], for
PSL2(7), in its guise as PSL3(2), is a subgroup of A7. The other hemisystems in H(3, q2) known
to the authors, when −7 is not a square in GF(q), do not admit PSL2(7). It is an interesting open
problem whether or not an infinite family of hemisystems of H(3, q2) admitting PSL2(7) exists
when −7 is not a square in GF(q).
7. McLaughlin’s graph
In 1969, McLaughlin [6] constructed the sporadic simple group McL named after him, by
constructing a strongly regular graph srg(275,112,30,56) with automorphism group McL.2. In
1975, Goethals and Seidel [5] showed that there is a unique strongly regular graph with these
parameters. Here we give an alternative construction of this graph (and so the sporadic simple
group McL) in terms of Segre’s hemisystem.
Define a graph Γ as follows.
There are three types of vertices
(i) ∞,
(ii) the lines of H(3,9),
(iii) the hemisystems in a fixed PSU4(32) orbit on hemisystems of H(3,9).
Adjacency is defined in Γ by:
(a) ∞ is adjacent to all vertices of type (ii) and none of type (iii),
(b) adjacency between vertices of type (ii) and of type (iii) is inherited from incidence inH(3,9),
(c) adjacency between two vertices of type (ii) is concurrency in H(3,9),
(d) two vertices H1, H2 of type (iii) are adjacent if and only if |H1 ∩ H2| = 20 as hemisystems
of H(3,9).
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graph.
Proof. We first remark that in McLaughlin’s graph the neighborhood of a vertex x may be
identified with the concurrency graph of H(3,9), since it is the unique strongly regular graph
srg(112,30,2,10).
Secondly, we show that the set H of vertices adjacent to both x and a vertex y not adjacent
to x is a hemisystem in H(3,9), under this identification. Since equality occurs in the Hoffman
bound for the size of maximal cliques in McLaughlin’s graph, it follows that every vertex not in
a maximal clique C is adjacent to a constant number of vertices of C, and that this constant is 2.
Since each of the point star inH(3,9) together with ∞ forms a maximal clique in McLaughlin’s
graph, it follows that every point of H(3,9) is on exactly two lines of H . In other words, H is
a hemisystem of H(3,9). Thirdly, since the stabilizer of x in McL is isomorphic to PSU4(32),
it follows that the vertices of McLaughlin’s graph not adjacent to x can be identified with a
PSU4(32) orbit O on hemisystems of H(3,9). Finally, the subgraph of McLaughlin’s graph
induced on the vertices not adjacent to x is a strongly regular graph (162,56,10,24), so two
adjacent vertices y, y′ not adjacent to x have 20 common neighbors adjacent to x while two
non-adjacent vertices y, y′ not adjacent to x have 32 common neighbors adjacent to x, so two
hemisystems H1,H2 of O are adjacent in McLaughlin’s graph if and only if |H1 ∩ H2| = 20.
Thus Γ is isomorphic to McLaughlin’s graph. 
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